WE’VE BEEN

BOO’D!
YOU’VE BEEN BOO’D!

Halloween is drawing near
But don’t let this spook bring you fear
We’ve left these treats just for you
Enjoy them please; we hope you do!

Then before two days have come and passed
Spread the fun to make it last
Choose two friends to give treats to
Then they’ll be BOO’D just like you!

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Make 2 copies of these 2 papers.
2. Hang the original BOO’D ghost paper in your front window.
3. Make 2 plates or bags of goodies to share.
4. Within 2 days, secretly leave the treats and papers on 2 friends’ doorsteps (make sure they don’t have a BOO’D sign in their windows first).
5. Don’t get caught!
6. See how many houses we can spread the BOO to before Halloween comes!
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